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ABSTRACT . e , .

t . . Traditiorial research o'-the written language of-, N. .

.
,,

- hearing-impaired':pe;sons has te-iaed.to support a!po4tion&f-deyiant,
language processihg.irisubh individulils. The majortjeason'. for such
finciling5 has been.d,irectly related' to the lack of approprias control
groups. Recent studies whichAave epphm-sized the comparison of the

,

language of hearing - impaired writprsagainst normallyt-hearing ers,
.rather than.against an abstraction called "Englishc" have supported
the'notioln pl linguistic delay, rather than dev.iancy. The latter
studies, howevs4r, have placed their emphasis on syntactic .

consideration rather than.the more premising semanticsonstraints.
Research by this author wbich considered.lKsyntacticand iemantic-
aspects is congenerous with recently stated-'position§sby Quigley and
as7ociates, namely that "deviant" and "delayed" language systems say-
eXiSt side by side., Indeed, since the Ideviant" rules stem consistent

large nmsber 1is of ea:rim:I-impaired Writers, one could,argue- &
,t :Eat these should be considered .dialectal in nature, arising either
from- the effects of hearing impairment :itself, or imposed by the
educational and/or social isolation of deafnegs. sfAuthor) .
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The program title for this presentation suggests a focus
:- .

.

on the9treatment of children with lapguage dysfunction. In a .._

o

I

sense that will be the topic, but i.90tgErof didtcssing oral

N' .ft . f, ".,

:language problems, I would lille to follow Ms. Ganschow' 's lead
.

.
, .-.

by focusing o;?...the written compOsitions of hea;.-ing Impaired

children and young adults, particularly as thq:se.writings seem )

to form a va4ation'pf-Englis which we will discus later

as Deaf Engli.sh.
t

. For the lanapage performance4of-childten described-as

/
.. .

having linguistic dysfunction, two classifications have been

, ..e.

14sedto explain such language acquisition problems, namely.:
/ .4 ....),

a ,
ft

1) the category of linguistic rule deviancy or 2) severe delay

- in language onset. These two concepts have been used to describe

. language ill 'children whose problem's include hearing impairment,

mental retardation, behavioral/emotionafdisorder, or socio-

economic disadkiantage (Bereiter and Englemann; Cooper; Fuller;

Lee; Lenneberg, Nighols4and Rofienburger; Leonard; Menyuk; Newfield

and Schlanger; Schmitt).: were is,'however, clear evidence tha't.

the' child who is a non-standard d:Laia'ct speaker or socially

6

9
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V
istidvantaged, has neitherta lnguage deviance or a delay,-.

. ..
.

.

but well ordered systeMatic language perform:ayice like15-a ,dotpr

ti

a.

L
2

in' his speech community (Baratz;-Cazden; Houston; Labov and

Cdhen) : thus., such children's langgage performance can be
. -

described as dialectical rather than deviant or delayed. I
.

:

/".N r \
do not wish to consider these latter children, but rather to

. ,

focus oh use of the aforementioned cssifications as applied
.
,

. V - '4"

.

to -icznificantly hearing impaired` children. The concepts of

deviancy and/or delay Whenapplted to deaf.persons have en-
0

gqndered a controversy amorig,researchers and educators as to

t-

---wi-tetner the language performance of deaf persops is predomIpantly

.0'1

dlviant, delayedor,some corE0inatibn of these-concepts, or

perhaps even dialectical'th nature:k ,.

Before pursuing this controversy, let me offer working '

definitions of the descriptive terms. Sincgi.-the focus in de-

scribing language should b.ein refence to its rule base and

developmental patterns, each definition will be framed :from that

perspective. Linguistic rule-deviancy can be defined as the

condition in which a child or person using, language h s nd /
1

identifiable rule system, or has deveopeda rule sy Lem that
*

is totally or partially at odds with the mother 9ongue and'

-

normal developmental patte'rns. In the latter case, there is

I
presumably no congruence 'between the target langdage to be

1



a

4.

learned orthe ievelopmelital stages speO:Ified for normally

3

hearing childrenas they move stage by stage toward Closer

approximations of the adult grammar, an the rule syster6 of the
/*

linguistically deviant ,child Language delay, on the other
- \,

O.

hand, refers either to,a condition in which the cbildtsdisplays

rule linderstanding that is developmentally similar to pro-

.

ductions actually recorded for younger children, or whicn shows

.

a lag at all ages, but is still` progriressing toward more so-

-spnisticated language behavior even though the end product

may not be anything lik6 adult forms. Dialectical difference

refers to the situation in which _the child hasacqu'irpd.a rule

N

system that is consistent, but different from that ofthe

majority language. In this instance, the child's rule system
,

has developed, but because of. some external 'factors which are

consistent across all children of his speech community, his

language patterns are systematically,differ4ent ffom that of

the majority- or power dialect. To'qualify'as,a 'dialect-of
v.

the majority language, however, it must be intelligible to

uSers. of that standard dialect. Deviancy or delay appear

in isolated children and seem to be idiosyncratic for these

Children, whereas dialectical differences preSuppose consistent

language performance within 'entire speech or language communities,

for example, speakers of Black English. -

Traditionally, hearingimptred youngsters have been viewed
.
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t)
.

..4..e

as de/ian language learners. The prima* proponents .gyp .the

P
ideviant effects of hearing rd5aiment have.stemmed from and,,

4 : -4 i
.'

been deeply influenced by the works of Myklebust 1964) and
.. -,.

..:'i# -

Furth (1966). Myklebustlhas advocated the notion'that, since_-
. .

hearing serves .a- primary, -information sourc4 its elithination.

.'. ,

produces an organismic''silift in chi'l'dren, which reults in a
. .

total reorganization of sefisori-cognitive processing.. Thus,.t

. ..... i
. . ...

(
e

Q
when language forms are superimposed on .this imperfect base, .

/-

J., \).
.

li
4q

.:. ..
.1

what results is a d6Viant language system. In contrast,\FUrth .

states that the only effect of deafness is on language /earning,
, ,.

per se, and the cognitive praocesses that are dependent on lin-
'..t.) I.,

;

guistic mastery. It is his supposition that ailnonlanguage
c .

1 x:.

learning of the ylild Is unaffected, and that the:Ideaf Aild
i f4i..f: , i

..---.,quickly develops an idioTect based on nonauditv,communication./-
. , y

. 1

Implicit in this Rosition is potion that deiTchildoren must

since it must superimpRsed"..on a Childwho is functioning

1 -

have difficulty it acquiring irerbal4oral/auditory) language
f

well without and wbo.indeed has(ilo motiva tion .or need to

learn it,. From his writing, Flrth seems very pessimistic about
. a , *

the deaf child's ability to achieve "normal " language function

\\'regardless of instructional mode.
.

0
.

,,
. .

With such theoreticl modesdomingt in the area: of
-.,..

. .

heaxling impairment,_it is not,osurpising 'that the intensive re-A
,,..-

search into language ccunctipoing of hearing imp'aired'hildrm

'f ,
, r

i. .

r
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ortdiats-bas 'resulted, in interpretations: that favor the devignt.
, position: Several studies by Quigley and the Univerg'ty of

Illinois research
group.(Wi12r5vand-Quigiey, 1971, 72); by

Lowenbraun (197d), Myklebust (1964), Shmi'tt (1968) and others
hav_es generated data,',oftenpom a psycholingui9tic freme of
reference, that has been interpreted in this vein. Torfamilarize
the audience with this'type o

of these studies briefly; one by Wilbur
a- ndoQuigley (p972) on

esearch, I want todiscuSs one

deaf children's
understanding,of.relative clauses. The studyV

consisted of administering a test in which 450 heard g impaired
youngsterrs, ranging in age from ten to eighteen years, had to -

.

,indicate'their acceptance of inappropriate linguistic forms
. ,

,employing relative clause restrictions. The results indi'cated.
. that hearing irmaired Children had a tendency to read the sur-

.- face order of the sehttence rathei than looking at its deep
.-, structure. Sun-behavior resulted in these children thinking

that the girl went home-rather than the boy in such sentences .

4ap THE BOY,,WHO<HIT
THE GIRL, WENT, HOME. Such behavior was

interpteted as deviant or unexpected
languagetperformance.

The primary difficulty with studies 'such as I have just
.referred` to is that they persist in comparing the linguistic'-A4'

performance of heariqg impaired, childrepagainpt a perfect norm,
namely, adult or mature English usage. 'Research on normally

a

rt
.

lc

51

- .
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6

hearing childred developing language dole by such researcherg

`i;:las Bloom (1973), Brown (1973), .Ferguson and Slobin (1973),and

indicate that children rarely, if ever, use,

expressively, what linguists defieleras perfect

Menyuk (1971)

receptively or

or mature English. Sanders (1971) in her study of adult com-

prehension of ask and tell constructions even raises a question

,
-...

-. as to whether the concept of adult or mature English even exists
. -

. 4
.. . .

,at all. It seems nisky therefore, to compare any different

language user against an abSolute norm. Unfortunately, e;.,eft

in those few studies ln_Ohion comparisons have been made against-

.
r .

gctual language samples of normally hearing children of' identical
;-

..,

.,

,chronological age or of presumed language developmental aT6

equivalency, research focus is usually on error amount"pf.the

e
deaf subjects with little disOussion on the qualitative per-'

b
formance of either grqup:

r.

The concept Of delay in hearing impaired children's laAguag

acquiyition.has been e*olored-using actual language behaVidor
. e

.

from nornially hearin0 children as the base of comparison- Studies
.

. '

done at the University of Cincinnati by'Morrison (1970), Juenke
a. .

(1971),, ane Hess 1972) and studies such as those completed

k

" by TWeney and Hoemann (1973),, Rower and Quigley (1973) and

\§retschmer (1972) have suggested that the deaf child's, problem

)

t\.

ab
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.$
is primarily a lack of expeaeii6e with language, which results,'

a ,

4tin a significa t developmental lag in acquisitio, rath4r than
P

..1

'the acquisitibn of 'grossly deiant languafe patterns.
:
,

A survey of two of these studieswill flesh out the delay
/

$

.

. -

I model. Morrison (1970) studied thirty he'aring impaired your -
.

. 0.A... - sters andvsi>tty nomally%hearingyoungsters, ages tweve to .
. .

. ,

,

.,.
t '.

sixteen years, who gave drawing 'responses to the NortNestern
4
4

..,. ,'''. 'f j r"
'.% .Syntax Screening

,

Test'sentences. The latter test presents twc?
.

P
isentences in a COntrTitive manner to ascertain whether knoWVedge

. .fay
.

.

. r
. of a particular linguistic ,form exists, such as THE FISH- IS

' ..,
$

. .

.. 4:.

'SWIMMING and THE FISH ARE SWIMMING to A/certain comp ensign
..- . e

of singular and plural copula verbs., The'study revealed tWo

provocative findings : a) the patterns lof-diffiidlulty4,for thd

AL, two groups of students were parallel, so that the mcgit difficultult

item for the hearing' impaired was likely tb.be the most dAfficuIt'..
-` .,

for the normally hearing, and b) the types of pitture portr)ayals

mad-g-by,both groups of childrbn were essentially tbe same,'

which, )tec-ause Of the lack of age, differences between the fwo
0

.1

groups, tend "to argue- ,for a,deny explanation,rather'than a

;--.

deviant rule model.
. ,

Hess's (11972) Stu.hy Wt an attempt to track the language
.,

.,

. ').

groOtl of ahearirig impaired boy age.' four years nine months,,,.
.. ;

, .4
.

$3 ,

whose haxing impairment 'had been discovered 19, months Pieviouslx.
. .t

, . .

.

The approach was one of recording linguis.tio utterances and

el Sr
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O

8

dC'

$.
. .

writing a grammar of the etherging-language patterns. Tc inves-
.

. . r ,

,,

tigate whether the effecti of the language development program
.-:.

in which he was enrolled,: which-was based on the developmental

llteraturethen,currentv was productive, a comparison normally

,

.
r

ng child of compalable linguistic age was also studied
-

.

.during a five month time period. The results indicted that,

.

only two differences existed between the two children at the

end of the study: that the hearing

SUBJECT POSITION was less differentiated,

impaired chiles
4

probably a result

P

of teaching since only his name, his mother's, and, his teacher's

A

were used throughout this period in subject position; secondly,

,_
1

Y

the hearing impaired child had achieved a more complete negation

grammatical form than,had the normally hearing child. Even"

though chronologically almost two years apart, when the subjects
sg,

were mat hed on linguistic age at the beginning of tb=. study,
,

similar language growth was observed, thus, showing only a

fil, lang.ilage delay difference between the two children.
..

.

. ,
i

It- is,, of Course, possible that a compromise of these two
.

positioag may be rqarer the truth,
('

c,and even normal systems exist side

Quigley,.$mith,'"and'w4.1bur (1974)

` and hearing_ impaired children's wi

i.
9

namely, that deviant, delayed;
.

by; side. For example,

in examining normally hearing

llingness to accept as correct

it

A



NA, 1.

.ilistances ofyarious types.of, incorrect usages -of relative
.

claus'es observed t1-at deaf childrgn were, willing to accept

certain ,formsorms more frequently than normally hearing, childreh,

. -whereas other forms were shown to be accepted in 4 similar
'.

1 i 1. .. .
4! I

, fahipn by the two groups. a' second study by Quigley, Wilbur,0 -\-.

. and Montanelli (1974) on,comprehensign of question forms,-

9

hearing impaired chi dren were again more willing to accept

irregulormS such s opYing as .in sentences like WHERE THE...,....

a
, .

. ,e.=
.

'

_

. . DCG..IN THE PARK? than mere a Sample of .normally hearing children,.
.

,

-,- , . ,.
.

.even' though development of an undArstanding of yes-no qbest4ons,
.

: and v7/h-question forms was p.rcress'ing In 0 similar manner. These
t

e
1 'J

Andings lead hose,authort to sUggest-ithat.developmental and
,. ..

. .

/ Adeviant T ule systems may exist side'by side- in the deaf child.
.

',

In'support of this position, Kretschmer (1974),:in a,,.

, .-

study.vf the written language of approximately 1200+ normally
.

/NA
hearing and 1200+ hearing impaired writers, ages eight through/

.'" ,

twenty,.from,a-varietylof educational Settings, hls observed
..---

some unusual performance particularly with reference to semantic

equlvalentsb Fof instance,,some stative/process verbs'ln EnglisK

. take' nfinitive compleMents only, whereas others take action

nominal compkements only,.while s6..11 others take both. Want

is an example of the 'first type of Verbren)o5, of the second;

t

.

.and like Of the third. ,In he stories of.hearing,impaired
, /`

children, except for children from a single school for the

1
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4; . 1

e a ...
x 10 .

: sr
. ) -,_ . , . e

. .
...: ,,

.,\,. . . . ,

deaf,.the rule seems to divide stative/process derbscinto only

.4>

4

A. ' I
.. ',c.

f

%two classes, namely, ,those. v terbs that ake &finitives and those'
,\

. .q 's ,

,

1

-/
7

ti-.t take bath infinitive and action nomipal It

----
appears that for these'. writers thkection nominal .0inly category

---

, ,,/

,, .. . . . t,,;

_of "verb" haVet-been regularized into the infinitive category

.1-lue,,ieseilti:ng-inssentence- such as HE IS ENJOIING TO WORK.

, .

,.. .

-Such .classification of proceps/stative vgrbs bas-ott been ob-
-,

4. 1

u 4
> '

Served among thenorrilily hearing writera in this sample.- ;
.. . :

,..1, ,
-.

. .

Or
Jr

( . ----*1

I have also noted instances of language delay ih these
r. q

compositions. For example, one of the'most difficultconstr4ctions

.
d., 1.,,i;.

for hearing'impaired children to master ofer is the use 'prepositions.
. ,

-

.
-Adverbial prepositions can be'divided,by their semantic 'function

. .

. .
.

, .

within sentencese that is, adverbials of location, time, causality,

'reason, ,possession, and-so forth. Clark (1973) suggests that
1 A

location adverbials are among the firSt t6: be established in
.. .. . ,

.

A

the verbal comprehenLon/butput of liozmally.hearing children.
.

. . . - -y . , %)

.
,

. / .:

Clerk has also postulated that stationary/ prepositiofts are achieved
.

befbre directial or4s,.and that the dimensional aspect, that
P .

-

is, one, two or three diMensions, is ig nored in. the early acquisition

-of these forms. In examining the use of location prepositions
f.4!_

y'bung hearing izripa4ecr.-4.4ricerS, it' is evident that hearing

impaired yopngsters use stationary prepositions in placeof

s



,
.

.,,directkonal ones, resulting in sentences such- as I RODE AT

CHICAGO, and that the dimensional constraints of prepositions

were oftehAgnored-restiltig in sentences such as I'VrT THE

BALL THE Stich confusions' also appeared in normally

hdaring writers sup to about thirteen years of .age, so that with,

1. 4%.respect to this' form, the priMary differences are ones of

intensity of

twenty-year

Thus, I

of deviant'a

error rate and their perSistence through the

oXa composition of the hearing impLredw-iters.

havd*gun to tentatively hypothesize the coexistence

nd develoPmenally delayed sYstems in the grAlm.;-.1s

, of hearing impaired children. Might it not be simpler, however.,

to'describe.these rules AS constituting a dialectical difference

rather than sh,wing a Complicated assortment
.9

of deviant,

.

delayed, and mgmal rules. Nonstandard dialects are. used by

speech 'communities that generally have more inccommon than the

ilvay_they speak such as economic or geographic conditions and

and generally also groups that at-4 sociologidallyisolated from

the power structure.. If the written language performance of

the hearing impaired stems`Irom ,influences such as i-ts inter-

action with sign or gesture ,langUage, the absence: of early

stimulation, and/or the, use of consistent 'deaf" teaching
4

strategies, then, these common factors cou:I:d and probably should

result in a nonstandard dialebt, or Deaf English.'

12.
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'Studies on Deaf,Englidh sho,;v-that it, in fact, doei share

`characteristics with another nonstandard dialect, Black English,

such as different use of the copula, of pronoun redundanpy,
ss. ,

as Well as gav n .unique-features of,its.own which are qyntac-
,

,

tidally differ nt but predominantly semantically different

in nature.- The fdttAhat Deaf English was not observed in all
_)(

children in'the4it4sPhmer (1974) study suggests that deafness

;
per se .cannot explain its appearance. _Quiglei, Smith, and

L

Wilbur (1974)'4ambng others havesuggested that the interaction

betwen,the.pri4ry sign language used among deaf individuals

fa,

. and their limited e*Rosureto'standard Nrms could result in

,systematic deviations, which, in our opinion, could be one

source of dialectical variation.

Another factor in dialectical variation could be the methods

of instruction used with deaf children.' Fqinztance, enjoy

is often given as a synonym of like to deaf children, and like

14 chiefly used in its infinitive form during the early period

of deaf children's language development. Thus, through the

information provided, the deaf child comes to hypothesize a

single rule for both like and enjoy, which becomes differentiated

for like, but not for enjoy. 7n this instance, a teaching

_methodology has contributed to formation of a nonstandard English

rule, which is so consistent across the 1200+ children I

sstudied that it assumes the position of a dialectical variation.

1 :1
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Compoundk over many rules deaf writers could then come to

constitute a group apart from the standard dialect usors of

written English.

Lastly, the isolation imposed by school settings on hearing

impaired youngsters too could be a source of dialectical yari-

-\
.

ation. Becanse of the lack of varied models and the 'need or

desire to control linguistic, as well as social, input into

children, the deaf child is confined to a single pattern of

response, which becomes resistive to change when he leaves school

as an adult speaker. This situation is analogous to that of

the so-called Black dialectical speaker. Because of racial,

socio-economic factors, he is confined to a set of dialectical

speakers and unless encouraged as a child, becomes less and

less receptive to code switching or relearning as he approaches

maturity. Code switching only become. possible, however,

when two conditions 'are met: 1) the child is provided with

appropriate models of the targec code and 2) he is not humiliated

in his attempts to learn the second code, factors which are

not necessarily present in current sbhool settings for hearing

impaired children.

The implications of this position are manifold. However,

the me:it immediate and relevant point is a need for a reexamination

of.' our teaching systems and procedures with hearing impaired

children, unless it is our position to systematically promote,,

14



A

(
Deaf Englisll, .*.Ei language system'whic to date has effectively

excluded deaf persons from access to their rightftl academic,

14

7ocational and. social place in society.

t.

J

15
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